JUDY AND PUNCH

1h 45min // Australia // English

SYNOPSIS
Judy and Punch are puppeteers in the town of Seaside, England
who, alongside their baby daughter, are attempting to bring their
marionette show back into the public eye. Judy wins the crowd
with her puppetry but Punch suffers from a drinking problem which
ends up with Punch killing the baby and Judy being beaten near
to death after an argument regarding their child. Thought dead
and abandoned by Punch with his crime covered up, Judy seeks
vengeance against her former husband. The director of a twisted
new puppeteering fable tells why it’s a good time to probe the
underlying violence in many of our cultural tales.
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“I feel like it changes all the time. You’d think I’d have a roll-offthe-tongue synopsis by now, wouldn’t you?” 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Australian writer-director Mirrah Foulkes has just been asked
how she’s describing her tonally peculiar debut feature, Judy &
Punch, not long before its bow in UK cinemas nationwide. “I guess
I’m describing it as a dark and twisted 17th-century fable about
puppeteers that’s very unexpected and hopefully not like anything
you’ve seen before. I was really excited by the boldness of it.”
Judy & Punch doesn’t draw much from the historical origins of
the traditional Punch and Judy puppet show, with Foulkes instead
using the narrative of the show as a point of departure for a new
tale, one re-imagining what might happen if Punch’s wife Judy
were to not take his violent impulses in quite so submissive a
fashion.
Herriman gets one of the film’s more memorable intertextual
moments of comedy to play with, in which an explicit nod is
made to Ridley Scott’s Gladiator (2000). Without spoiling the
exact nature of the reference, Foulkes describes the moment’s
inception: “I’m writing this big speech for Punch. At that moment,
I wanted the character to feel as though he was the centre of
his own action movie. I wanted to speak to Punch having this
incredible ability to place himself as a victim – that kind of
narcissism. I also liked the idea of referencing something that talks
about our obsession with violence as entertainment since way
back.

